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With a loud crack of the bat, the Yankees star drilled a line drive off Chris Tillman into the
ramp area off limits to fans just to the left of Monument Park in center field in the third
inning. The milestone hit gave New York a 3-2 lead.
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Asked if he accepted the SNP would have no influence in Westminster because the
Conservatives were on course for victory if the exit poll was right, he said: “Let’s first of all
wait to see what the seats are once the count is done. We will talk to any party in order to
lock the Conservatives out of Number 10.
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Speaking immediately after his defeat, a defiant Mr Murphy said “the fight back starts
tomorrow”. He said: "It has proven hard to turn round years of difficulty with the Scottish
Labour Party in just five short months.
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The changes, if implemented, would see consultants at the Bodelwyddan hospital sent to
the Wrexham Maelor and Ysbyty Gwynedd in Bangor for up to 12 months where expectant
mothers needing specialist care would be treated.
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Atlantico website wrote that the lesson that French President Franois Hollande should take

from Mr Cameron’s electoral success was that “an active reform policy can be accepted
by the people, even when it means painful measures, once it shows results.”
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I want to do something really radical. I want to go skydiving naked, or drive right across
America in a really massive lorry while screaming at the locals. IN YOUR FACE,
AMERICA. IN YOUR FACE. Miriam says the dishwasher needs emptying.
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The Government's plain packaging move is likely to face major legal challenges from the
tobacco industry. Already one firm, Japan Tobacco International (JTI), has launched a
legal challenge against the new legislation.
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